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KEY MESSAGE
Let’s Begin Here

We One Action Network (WOAN) is a private and member based 
non-operating foundation based in Stanley, North Carolina (USA). 
We are committed to creating opportunities for bright minds and 
creative souls in Kenya, where a vast majority of youth lack the 
basic opportunity to strengthen their ability. WOAN supported 
initiatives and projects are designed to encourage the highest 
standards of creativity and long-term self reliance. Since our 
conception in 2017, we have positioned ourselves as part of the 
solution by listening and engaging with local leaders that understand 
what those gaps are and why. This slow approach enable better 
collaborations with exploring effective ways to close those gaps. In 
return, WOAN is able to stand on the frontline in our quest to assist 
disadvantaged students and educators.

What We Do

We One Action Network (WOAN) is committed to partnering with 
vetted and registered Non-Governmental or Community Based 
organizations. WOAN’s primary focus is with educational learning 
(i.e., life-skills, classroom) and other key essentials like mentorship, 
youth development & leadership, food & nutrition, sanitary pads, 
school supplies and school uniforms.  We seek to fund and support 
efforts that undertake new levels of achievement. Our operating 
principle is simple; WOAN strives to reach new heights through 
creativity and productive collaborations to guide our decisions.

Travis L. Rudd

Founder & Executive Director
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PROGRAM AND PURPOSE 
What We Stand For

We One Action Network (WOAN) does not discriminate based on 
race, color, religion (creed), gender, gender expression, age, 
national origin (ancestry), disability, tribe, marital status or sexual 
orientation, in any of its activities or operations. These activities 
include, but not limited to; hiring/firing of staff, selection of volunteers 
or selection of projects, initiatives, schools or provision of services.

WOAN is an equal opportunity provider, and we take measures to 
ensure against discrimination. We have a zero-tolerance policy 
against any form or kind of harassment. All or any incident will be 
reported to the local magistrate office at the county or state level in 
Kenya, United States of America or beyond. We are committed to 
providing a diverse, inclusive and welcoming environment for all 
members of our team, students, clients, interns, educators, 
volunteers and vendors.

What Is Out of Our Reach

WOAN does not engage or have a voice in governmental issues, 
marches, legislative policies, political arenas, political affiliations, 
protests, environmental policies (i.e., climate change), cultural or 
tribal differences, radical movements, marches, or human 
inequalities (racism, bigotry, etc) that are identified or governed 
under International, American or Kenyan constitutions or by-laws.

Travis L. Rudd

Founder & Executive Director
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SEED SCHOOL KIBERA

Summary

We want to change Africa through Education. Since 2007, the SEED 
School has provided an education to more than 70 students 
annually in Kibera slums, Nairobi. We believe Education is the way 
to transform lives, that's why We are seeking to build a school library 
to support the children's holistic learning. Lack of the most basic and 
relevant academic books has led to lower performance by many 
children at the SEED School.

Challenge

Lack of learning materials is prevalent at schools in Kibera slums, 
Nairobi, where most schools are privately run due to lack of 
government funding for public schools. While the SEED School 
feeds and educates over 70 children daily, lack of school supplies 
and books prevent students from adequately progressing their 
learning.

Solution

Construction of the Seed School in Kibera and community resource 
Centre will be a major benefit in terms of meeting Seed Foundation's 
operations and tremendously increase the impact in Kibera slum. 
This is also going to expand our capacity and increase the school 
enrolment and participation of the less fortunate community 
members within Kibera and other marginalized areas in Kenya. This 
will be a central point of operation to enable Seed Foundation 
realize its overall Mission.
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We cannot say Thank You enough for 
your continued support! One hundred 
percent of donations went directly to 

We One Action Network (WOAN) 
featured projects, initiatives and 

operational expenditures to maintain 
stability. Recipients of WOAN funds 

are thoroughly vetted to ensure they 
have a track record of proven and 

documented success. 
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